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Abstract. We develop a novel platform based on a tele-operated robot to perform high-resolution optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging under continuous large field-of-view magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guidance. Intra-operative MRI (iMRI) is a promising guidance tool for high-precision surgery, but it may not have sufficient resolution or contrast to visualize certain small targets. To address these limitations, we develop an MRI-compatible OCT needle probe, which is capable of providing microscale tissue architecture in conjunction with macroscale MRI tissue morphology in real time. Coregistered MRI/OCT images on ex vivo chicken breast and human brain tissues demonstrate that the complementary imaging scales and contrast mechanisms have great potential to improve the efficiency and the accuracy of iMRI procedure. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.4.046015]
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The superior tissue contrast and versatile imaging protocols of intra-operative magnetic resonance imaging (iMRI) make it a promising guidance tool for various surgeries.1–3 MRI-compatible robotic systems that can operate inside the MRI bore with near real-time MRI guidance have been developed.4–6 These systems are promising, but their targeting capability is still limited by the resolution of MRI. Moreover, artifacts of the surgical tools (such as metallic electrode or biopsy needle) obscure the important region of interest and make it difficult to achieve submillimeter accuracy. This paper integrates an optical coherence tomography (OCT) probe with an MRI-compatible robot and use the microscopic OCT information to deliver the biopsy needle with unprecedented accuracy. The combination of macroscale MRI morphology and microscale OCT architecture in a coregistered manner paves a new avenue to iMRI interventions that require submillimeter precision.

Figure 1(a) shows the integrated MRI/OCT imaging system, which includes an MRI-compatible robot.5 To work within a 3T MRI (Siemens), we actuate the robot by a pneumatic cylinder. By pressurizing or depressurizing the air chambers in the pneumatic cylinder using a pneumatic directional control valve (MPYE-5-1, Festo) connected to an air compressor, we can move the needle forward or backward. The MRI-incompatible pressure control units are placed outside the MRI room and are connected to the robot through long plastic tubes. The position of the needle is recorded by an encoder with 12.7-μm resolution for feedback control. The smallest step size of the pneumatic robot is 1 mm, and the response time for 1-mm displacement is 0.2 s. The OCT system uses a swept-source laser centered at 1325 nm with a spectrum bandwidth of 100 nm (SL1325-P16, Thorlabs). The wavelength-swept frequency is 16 kHz with 12-mW output power. The OCT system7 sits outside the MRI room and is connected to a side-viewing OCT probe (Imagewire, St. Jude Medical) through an 8-mm-long single-mode fiber (SMF). The side-viewing probe consists of a SMF for light transmission, a gradient index (GRIN) multimode fiber for light focusing, and a micro-mirror for beam deflection [Fig. 1(b)]. The OCT probe (outer diameter = 0.23 mm) is placed in a 16-gauge (outer diameter = 1.7 mm) titanium biopsy needle (In vivo). We create a side window on the needle to allow the laser beam to reach the sample and encapsulate the window with transparent heat shrink tubing (HST) to prevent tissue collection [Fig. 1(c)]. The measured working distance from the outer surface of the needle is 0.2 mm. The HST deteriorates the transverse resolution from 20 to 30 μm, whereas the axial resolution remains 15 μm. We minimize the sensitivity drop introduced by the HST to 1–2 dB by filling the needle with water for index matching. The OCT probe is linearly actuated along the long axis of the needle by an MRI-compatible lead zirconatetitanate (PZT) actuator (Piezo Systems) attached at the proximal end. We use only the information from pull-back direction, since it is difficult to insert a flexible fiber linearly from a distal site. The PZT actuator and the OCT needle probe are moved in tandem, driven by the pneumatic actuator.

We use a custom-made phantom to coregister the MRI and OCT images. A plastic sheet (thickness = 1 mm) with holes that are large enough for the OCT needle to pass through is immersed in a water-filled container. The OCT needle goes through a hole on the phantom until the side window lines up with the plastic sheet so that the reflection from the plastic sheet is visible in OCT [Fig. 2(c)]. The OCT laser beam is pointed downward (i.e., the plane containing the needle central axis and OCT beam is normal to the MRI table). In MRI images [Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)], the plastic sheet (white arrows), the needle,
and the artifacts from the needle tip and the side window (red arrows) are clearly visible. Because the OCT imaging window has been aligned with the plastic sheet, the sheet in the MRI images indicates the location of the OCT window. Therefore, we can locate the OCT window in the MRI image and measure the distance from the OCT window to the needle tip. Although the encoder can track the needle position with 12.7-μm resolution, the accuracy of coregistration cannot be better than the resolution of MRI (∼1 mm).

We demonstrate the multiscale imaging on chicken breast tissue ex vivo. We place the chicken breast in a wrist coil for MRI. High-resolution T2 MRI (4 min/frame) images are acquired before needle insertion to plan the trajectory and after needle insertion to verify the final location. Although high-resolution T2 MRI can resolve the millimeter-scale structures [Fig. 3(a)], its long image acquisition time makes it impossible for real-time guidance. Figure 3(b) to 3(d) shows the enlarged MRI images of the area indicated in Fig. 3(a); panels 3(e)–3(g) are the corresponding OCT images. At position B, the needle is in a homogeneous muscle tissue, and its corresponding OCT image [Fig. 3(e)] also shows similar feature. At position C, the needle is very close to fibrous connective tissues. The corresponding OCT image [Fig. 3(f)] shows the same structure with few finer fibers beneath it. At position D, the OCT image reveals fine connective tissues within muscular tissues. Figure 3(h) (Video 1) shows the concurrent dynamic MRI and OCT during needle insertion. Low-resolution dynamic MRI (1 frame/s) provides the general needle location and real-time OCT (15 frame/s) reveals the microstructures surrounding the needle. Therefore, the operator can estimate in real time the distance to the target from the dynamic MRI image and decide whether the needle reaches the target based on the OCT tissue architecture. The nonlinear motion is obvious while the needle is inserted into the chicken breast (Video 1). Speckle cross-correlation could be applied in future studies to improve the uniformity.

We image an ex vivo human basal ganglia to demonstrate the potential of MRI/OCT for neurosurgery guidance. iMRI has been applied to many stereotactic neurosurgeries, including brain tumor biopsy,10 catheterization,11 and deep brain stimulation.3,12 However, the resolution and the contrast of MRI are not high enough to detect certain target nuclei in basal ganglia.13 On the other hand, OCT can locate these nuclei in human brain ex vivo14 and rat brain in vivo.15 We place a slab of frozen human brain tissue containing basal ganglia in a gelatin holder filled with saline at room temperature and wait until it is completely thawed. Then, we acquire preoperative T2 MRI images to plan the trajectory. We monitor the advancement of the needle by dynamic MRI and OCT in real time [Fig. 4(e), Video 2]. In OCT video, we can easily identify the boundary between the gray matter (GM) and the white matter (WM), whereas most of structures are occult in the dynamic MRI video. Figure 4(a) shows a photo of the brain tissue. In the high-resolution MRI image [Fig. 4(b)], the transitions between the GM nucleus, putamen (PUT, white on T2 image) and its surrounding WM bundles, white matter lamina (WL), and internal capsule (IC)
Fig. 3 Coregistered MRI/OCT images of chicken breast tissues ex vivo. (a) High-resolution T2 MRI image; arrows B, C, and D indicate the positions of corresponding enlarged MRI images shown in (b)–(d) and OCT images shown in (e)–(g). (h) Concurrent dynamic MRI and OCT imaging of chicken breast tissue during needle insertion. [Video 1, MOV, 60 MB] [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.18.4.046015.1].

Fig. 4 Coregistered MRI/OCT images of human basal ganglia ex vivo. (a) Human brain tissue containing basal ganglia. Different tissues types are visible, including white matter lamina (WL), putamen (PUT), internal capsule (IC), and thalamus. The OCT needle probe is sitting on top of the tissue, indicating the insertion track (the actual insertion track is beneath the tissue surface). (b) T2 MRI image of the brain slice. (c) Full-tack OCT with coregistered lateral position with MRI. The axial dimension is expanded for better visualization. The scale bar for the axial dimension is 0.5 mm. (d) Plot of normalized MRI intensity (green), normalized OCT backscattering intensity (blue), and normalized OCT attenuation coefficient (red). (e) Concurrent dynamic MRI and OCT imaging of human brain tissue during needle insertion [Video 2, MOV, 95 MB] [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.18.4.046015.2]. (f) Attenuation coefficient of GM (PUT), GM/WM mixture (thalamus), and WM (IC). The P values between data sets are <0.0001.
MRI images and thus allow operators to reach the target more accurately and efficiently. OCT images can fill the gap between pre- and postoperative iMRI procedures. Real-time OCT is currently not possible with MRI. However, these two imaging modalities, but only OCT provides good contrast and microstructural information and different contrast that can be useful for detecting MRI-occult tissue landmarks. Therefore, combining large field-of-view MRI with high-resolution OCT is a promising guidance tool for high-precision surgery. Future work will include the investigation of the impact of physiological motion (breathing, etc.) and biofouling (bleeding, etc.) on targeting accuracy under in vivo conditions.
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